CORPORATE LEGAL DEPARTMENTS: A NEW PROFESSIONAL GOLDMINE?

Christopher K. Coleman¹

In her article Professor Weldon provides a striking depiction of the constantly-evolving legal and regulatory labyrinth corporations must navigate.² From her presentation I have chosen to comment on one area that hits close to home for law students and young attorneys: the rise of the corporate legal department.³ In response to the legal costs associated with regulatory compliance and corporate decision-making, companies have dramatically increased the size and scope of in-house legal departments in an effort to cut the historically indeterminate costs of outside counsel. This shift has altered the economics of the private law firm, which has in turn affected the job opportunities for law students and young lawyers.

As a result, I argue that law students, young attorneys, and those considering joining the legal profession should begin to seriously consider the corporate legal department as an entry-level alternative to employment in a private firm. First, this comment will summarize the economic shift in the provision of legal services. Second, this comment will address the growing allure of the in-house counsel position for entry-level candidates. Finally, this comment will provide recommendations for law students interested in an in-house position.

¹ Christopher Coleman is a third-year law student at the University of Tennessee College of Law. The author was asked to provide a comment in response to Professor Marcia Narine Weldon’s CLE presentation, “Corporate Governance, Compliance, Social Responsibility, and Enterprise Risk Management in the Trump/Pence Era.”


³ In this article, I use the terms “corporate legal department,” “in-house counsel,” and “in-house legal department” interchangeably. By doing so, I recognize I may be guilty of elegant variation.
I. THE CHANGING ECONOMY OF LEGAL SERVICES: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

“Large law firms’ value derives from their function of ameliorating the inherent asymmetry of information between lawyers and clients.”

Legal services are considered to be a “credence good” because it is difficult for consumers to evaluate the quality of the service before or after consumption. As a result, the inability to accurately gauge the quality of the services provided has historically benefitted law firms by preventing clients from efficiently gauging the value of the services rendered. In lieu of a more accurate measuring stick, clients—both individuals and companies—have historically relied upon firm reputation as a barometer of quality. Some scholars refer to this process as “reputational bonding,” whereby clients “seek out large corporate firms because these firms have presumably done the work to select the most able lawyers for the most complicated work.” In turn, the firm essentially “‘rents’ its reputation to its lawyers just as a roadside franchise restaurant uses the franchisor’s reputation to draw customers.”

This business model has become increasingly fragile in the age of decreasing information asymmetry. Incentivized by the dynamic de-
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scribed above, corporate clients have become more judicious consumers of legal services by developing their in-house legal departments. At the same time, the historic inducements for attorneys to invest in their firm have largely devolved into partners developing their own books of business, available to whichever firm is willing to pay the most for it. Though corporate legal departments will never fully supplant the role of outside counsel, the role of in-house counsel has left a much smaller universe of services to be performed by private firms. A growing number of chief legal officers scrutinize outside counsel’s billing statements and demonstrate a greater willingness to discount reputational costs by switching firms if the same service can be procured for a lower price. Moreover, corporate legal departments have sought to increase the downward pressure on legal costs by “band[ing] together [and] shar[ing] information” in an effort “to reconnect the value and the cost of legal services.”

As a result of these economic changes, many law firms that previously offered summer programs have ceased altogether, and those that continue such programs have significantly decreased the number of positions available each year. By contrast, the market for lateral hires has
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sharply increased since the Great Recession. Consequently, if a law student does not receive a job offer from their 2L summer employer, they often find themselves closing out their final year of law school in a precarious position. It is against this backdrop that I argue law students and other job-seekers should train their sights on the corporate legal department as an alternative to entry-level employment in a private firm.

II. THE GROWING ALLURE OF THE CORPORATE LEGAL DEPARTMENT

For the reasons stated above, entry-level opportunities in private firms have become scarcer. By contrast, in-house legal departments continue to grow and have become a mainstay of mid- and large-sized companies. Historically, these departments have been staffed by attorneys with industry experience who were lured away from a firm with the promise of better hours or, perhaps, the end of client development. In recent times, this trend has begun to change as companies and corporate officers have recognized the value of cultivating the in-house counsel culture from the outset. To put it in perspective, in 1992, 59% of all law graduates started at a law firm and only 8.9% started in business. By 2012, only 49% of law graduates started at a law firm and 18.1% started in business. As one commentator put it, law firm “training emphasis is on putting out fires, whereas in-house counsel focus on preventing them.” Increasingly, when companies are faced with determining whether it is better to build the lawyer it wants or change the lawyer it gets, company officers are choosing to develop entry-level programs.
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For entry-level job-seekers the corporate legal department can offer more of the stability of a “normal,” nine-to-five job while still providing opportunities for career advancement. For individuals who chose a legal career in an effort to avoid salesmanship and client development, the legal department can offer protection from the “eat what you kill” private firm model. Alternatively, the philosophical difference present in legal departments will appeal to those individuals more interested in “preventing fires” than putting them out. Finally, the in-house legal department will expose entry-level job-seekers to more of the business-side of the company in the context of their legal analysis. After all, the legal department exists to minimize costs.22

One major advantage of working for a company (rather than a law firm) is that JD graduates have multiple options outside of the legal department where law school training is still valuable. In the next few paragraphs, I aim to highlight some of the non-JD-required positions and which students they might attract.

Estimates vary but it is widely accepted that a majority of all lawyering in the United States falls within the scope of a transactional practice or regulatory compliance.23 With that in mind, students looking to enter those areas should give strong consideration to the transactional advisory services offered by the so-called “Big Four” accounting firms and other similar consulting firms. These firms have steadily increased the scope of their transactional advisory services, with particular emphasis on the tax, labor/employment, and corporate governance consequences of mergers and acquisitions. Students interested in a multidisciplinary approach to business consulting—i.e., including legal and non-legal advice—should strongly consider the vocational trajectory found in the Big Four. Similarly, law students interested in an international law practice should also look to the Big Four as each has been expanding
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their legal arms in a growing number of countries.\textsuperscript{25} Finally, students should not discount the future role the Big Four (and others) will play in the offering of legal services in the United States. For example, PricewaterhouseCoopers recently announced it is launching a new service that will temporarily provide lawyers to large in-house corporations.\textsuperscript{26} Choosing to take your JD and work inside the Big Four may turn out to be a very prudent long-term play.

Similar to the Big Four, many other companies have found the value of law degrees in non-JD-required departments such as compliance and risk management. Regulatory compliance is a major facet of most large companies. Similarly, risk management departments continue to grow in response to threats such as cybersecurity issues and financial volatility. These are two areas where legal training is an advantage and may offer more variety than one might find in a traditional law firm. However, it is likely that entry-level opportunities in these types of positions will be more difficult to find through traditional law school job-postings.

\section*{III. Setting Yourself Up For Success: How To Break Into In-House Legal Departments}

Students take different approaches to law school electives and those decisions are obviously informed by the variety of courses regularly offered. As a result, each student will have to take into account a range of factors for which this article cannot fully account. Instead, I hope to offer some ideas based on the curricular opportunities offered at the University of Tennessee College of Law ("UT Law").

\subsection*{A. Dual Degrees}

Students pursuing positions in corporate legal departments or non-JD-required positions should seriously consider dual degrees, particularly the JD/MBA. A blend of business and law courses will provide students with a broad foundation in both and will allow students to bet-
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ter understand the relationship each has to the other. In addition to the JD/MBA, students should consider dual degrees that combine a JD with industry-specific knowledge such as a JD/MPH or a JD/M.Eng. Alternatively, UT Law also offers graduate certificate programs in health policy and contractual and legal affairs in engineering and construction. Both the dual degrees and graduate certificate programs are good opportunities to gain additional knowledge and network with industry professionals.

B. Concentrations & Functional Concentrations

Many law schools, including UT Law, offer concentrations where students can demonstrate a specialization by taking coursework in a given area. Students can use this in résumés, cover letters, and interviews to indicate an interest in working inside the company. More to the point, students gain a valuable, foundational understanding of the work of “business lawyers”—which they can display to potential employers—by taking so-called “business law” courses that cover such areas as antitrust law, commercial law, tax law, corporate governance, corporate finance, real estate law, mergers and acquisitions, labor and employment, and intellectual property. For students who find themselves at law schools without these concentrations, identifying ways to highlight they have taken such courses can serve an identical purpose.

C. Externships/Field Placement Opportunities

Another threshold issue that law schools are confronting is the amount of time it takes a law school graduate to become a net profit-generator for their employer. In an effort to close the gap between graduation and profitability, many law schools are encouraging students to gain practical experience during their time in law school. Some students will do this by finding paid jobs in corporate legal departments with local companies. For example, the headquarters of both the Tennessee Valley Authority and Scripps Networks Interactive are located in Knoxville. As a result, several UT Law students find work opportunities in both companies’ legal departments. Where those positions are difficult to come by, law schools are working with students to find externships (sometimes referred to as field placement opportunities) with companies and governmental agencies so that they can gain valuable experience. For example, UT Law students benefit from the geographic proximity and close
relationship the university has to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Y-12 National Security Complex. Each semester, UT Law students work in their legal departments and gain exposure to legal issues involving intellectual property, export controls, and labor and employment. Experiential opportunities in law school, whether for credit or for compensation, demonstrate to employers that the student has some idea of what they would be doing as entry-level attorneys and that it would probably take less time (and money) to train this person.

CONCLUSION

A 2016 study showed that the salaries for corporate in-house attorneys with less than four years’ experience ranged between $82,250 and $112,750.27 While those figures are less than the salaries offered by Big Law, a starting salary in this range will still be attractive to many. Given the cultural differences between in-house and outside counsel (e.g., billable hours, client development, and partnership track, to name a few), the salary decrease will be seen by many as a sensible compromise. One thing remains clear: the future provision of business law services will continue to change, even as the need for such services will continue to increase. Naturally, students interested in business law need to consider from where those services will come in the future and choose the optimal path for employment accordingly. Professor Weldon’s depiction of the current range of legal issues companies must now navigate poses necessary questions about the burdens and costs to business growth. On the other hand—and however crass it may be—lawyers can look at that picture and recognize, like the opportunistic pioneers of the nineteenth century, “there’s gold in them ‘thar hills.” Now, we merely need to find a way to extract it.
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